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VARIATIONAL METHODS FOR ONE AND SEVERAL 
PARAMETER NON-LINEAR EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS 

PAUL BINDING 

1. Introduction. We shall consider a multiparameter eigenvalue 
problem of the form 

Wn(\)xn = 0 ^ xn 

(1.1) Wn(\) = Tn+ Vn{\) n = 1,2, . . . , * , 

where X £ Rk while Tn and Vn(\) are self-adjoint linear operators on a 
Hilbert space i?"w. If X = (Xi, . . . , Xk) € Rfc and x = (xi, . . . , xk) Ç 
0 L i #n satisfy (1.1) then we call X an eigenvalue, x an eigenvector and 
(X, x) an eigenpair. While our main thrust is towTards the general case of 
several parameters Xw, the method ultimately involves reduction to a 
sequence of one parameter problems. Our chief contributions are (i) to 
generalise the conditions under which this reduction is possible, and (ii) 
to develop methods for the one parameter problem particularly suited 
to the multiparameter application. For example, we give rather general 
results on the magnitude and direction of the movement of non-linear 
eigenvalues under perturbation. 

Until Section 8, we restrict ourselves to the case where the Tn have 
compact resolvents and the Vn{\) are bounded, for each n and X. This 
includes, for example, second order linear ordinary differential equations 
(de) on intervals [an, bn] with self-adjoint boundary conditions. The case 
where the Vn(\) are linear in X has received attention from many authors, 
starting explicitly for k = 2 with Klein's investigation of Lamé's 
equation [11]. Not long afterwards, Bôcher [6] showed, under certain 
restrictions on the de, that for any non-negative integer multi-index 
i = (ii, . . . , ik) there exists a unique eigenpair (X, x) so that xn has in 

zeros in [ani bn]. There are also various results on monotonie and con-
tinuous dependence of both the eigenvalues and the zeros (or, more 
generally, of the focal points) of the eigenvector. Such results go back to 
Sturm for the case k = 1 and may be found for the general multiparam-
eter case in [4]. 

Non-linear one parameter problems have an extensive literature; see 
for example [17] and the references there. Their generalisation to several 
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parameters is quite recent; see for example [7], [8], and [2]. The last two 
references deal with problems non-linear in X and both make use of 
degree theory to obtain existence of eigenpairs. Here we use hypotheses 
related to those of [2] but our methods differ from those of all the cited 
works. Instead we have non-linearised the approach of [3] to produce 
tools yielding uniqueness and comparison results for which degree theory 
is unsuited. 

In Section 2, we set up our notation and we describe the variational 
approach by means of a converse (Theorem 2.1) to an existence theorem. 
Our basic monotonie dependence results are deduced from very weak 
hypotheses in Section 3. We discuss existence, uniqueness, comparison 
and dependence results for k = 1 in Sections 4 and 5. In Section 6 the 
assumptions are reformulated so as to generalise more readily to several 
parameters. Section 7 contains the main result for k > 1. The existence 
part is contained in [2, Corollary 1], but the method used here auto-
matically gives uniqueness, as well as new continuous and Lipschitz 
dependence results. Finally in Section 8 we consider some connections 
between the work here and that in the literature. In particular we briefly 
consider some alternative settings more appropriate for differential 
operators Vn(\) and for integral equations. 

2. Prel iminaries . We consider (1.1) as posed in the first paragraph of 
Section 1. Throughout, the symbol u will denote a &-tuple (ulf . . . , uk) £ 
©iLi Hn with ||wn|| = 1 for each n. For each u, we write v(\,u) and 
w(K, u) for the vectors in R* with nth entries 

*>»(X, u) = (un, Vn(\)un) and wn(\, u) = (un, Wn(\)un), 

where defined. 
It follows from [3, Corollary to Lemma 1] that each Wn{\) has compact 

resolvent. We shall also assume that each Tn is bounded below, i.e., that 
each (un, Tnun) is bounded below. This assumption is not essential, but 
holds for many physical applications and permits us to introduce 

(2.1) p»'»(X) = max{min{w„(X, u): un Ç @(Tn), (un,yf) = 0}: 

yj G HH, 1 £j ^ in). 

By virtue of the minimax principle, p„ïn(X) is the 4th eigenvalue of Wn(k), 
counted from in = 0 according to multiplicity. Recall that the maximini-
sation is unnecessary if we choose the jj as the first in eigenvectors of 
^ ( X ) ; i.e., the eigenvectors corresponding to pn°(X), . . . , pn

in~lQ^)', we 
shall refer to this fact as Rayleigh's principle. 

(2.1) yields the following characterization of eigenpairs; cf. [3, Theorem 
4(H)]. 

THEOREM 2.1. If (X, x) satisfies (1.1) then there exist integers in ^ 0 so 
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that p'(X) = (pi^CX),. . • , PkikM) = 0 and un = sn/||*„|| is a minimiser 
in (2.1). 

Henceforth i will denote a non-negative integer multi-index. Further, 
we shall label an eigenpair characterized by Theorem 2.1 with superfix i, 
so in particular p*(X*) = 0. It is worth pointing out that X* and xl need 
not be unique functions of i, and one of our tasks is to produce uniqueness 
conditions. 

Our comparison results will concern (1.1) and a similar system dis-
tinguished by primes. The auxiliary constructions v(X, u), X\ etc., will 
also be primed as necessary, e.g. v'(\, u), \fi. 

Finally, the bounded linear operators on either Rk or Hn will be given 
the uniform operator norm, and the self-adjoint operators will be given 
the partial order 

A ^ B <=> A — B is non-negative definite. 

3. Basic compar ison theory. For Sections 3-6, unless otherwise 
stated, we assume k = 1 and accordingly we shall suppress subscripts. 
Our first comparison result is basic to much of what follows. We shall 
employ the following notation: 

(3.1) a(X, M) = supM{v(X, u) - v(n, u)\. 

THEOREM 3.1. (i) p*(X) — pz'(ju) ^ a(\, n). 
(ii) IjQ{T) = 9(T') thenp^X) - pM'(/x) ^ sup{w(X, u) - w'(p,u): 

u G D(T)}. 

Proof, (i) Let u = û minimise w(n, u) subject to u £ S1 {T) and u 
orthogonal to the first i eigenvectors of W(\). Then Rayleigh's principle 
gives 

p'(X) ^ w(X, u) 

while 

P*(M) ^ W(M, û) 

follows from the minimax principle (2.1). Thus 

(3.2) p<(X) - p '00 ^ V(X, w) - V(M, «) ^ «(X, n). 

(ii) The argument is similar, with u — û minimising wf (/x, w) subject 
to ^ G 3ï{T) and orthogonal to the first i eigenvectors of I^(X), yielding 

(3.3) p'(X) - p"(/x) ^ w(X, d) - w'Gi, Û). 

Instead of bounding differences in p* by differences in v, we can deduce 
complementary bounds, using the X* introduced after Theorem 2.1. In 
what follows, X* denotes an arbitrary element of the set (p*)""1^), which 
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we tacitly assume to be nonempty. Also, we shall denote \,j by v through-
out. A statement like "£(V) - £0) ^ *"" (cf. Corollary 3.2 below) is 
therefore shorthand for "if ( P O _ 1 ( 0 ) P I ( P O ) _ 1 ( 0 ) ^ 0 then sup{£0) -
{(/i): p'(X) = 0 = p"G0} ^ T T " . 

COROLLARY 3.2. / w aw^ non-negative integers i and j , 
(i) */(*>, «) — i/(X*, w) g supx{p'(X) — p°'(X)} /#r some w Ç (T) 
(ii) «r>, w') - z/(X*, w') ^ supx{p*(X) - p'*(X)} /or some w' G ( r ) . 

Proof. From (3.2) with X = X* and /x = p, we have 

(3.4) t,(„, «) - v(X<, «) ^ p < » - p'(X') = p<(iO - p">) 

since p'(X*) and p°(^) are both zero. This establishes (i), and the proof 
of (ii) is analogous. 

We return now to general k. Let a G R* be one of the 2h vectors such 
that <rn = ± 1 for each n. We define 

a tkab if o"A <̂  orw6w for each n. 

Our basic multiparameter comparison result is then as follows. 

COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose that for each i there is j so that 

(3.5) p*(X) ^„ p"(X) /or eack X. 

*/(?, w) ^ , v(\\ u) for some un £ 2}{Tn), 1 ^ n ^ k, 

and 

v'(v,u') ^ z / ( X \ w ' ) for some un
f G @{Tn')y 1 ^ n ^ k. 

In particular, none of the operators <rn(Vn(p) — Fn(X*)), «^(tVO') ~ 
tV(^ ' ) ) ^aw ^ positive definite. 

This follows directly from Corollary 3.2 applied to each Wn and WV in 
turn, at least when an — 1. (When crw = —1, we exchange Wn

f and Wn 

and apply (i) and (ii) of Corollary 3.2 in the reverse order.) Further, a 
strict inequality in any component of (3.5) leads to corresponding 
inequalities in the conclusions, as is easily seen. 

We emphasize the weak hypotheses used here. Dependence on X enters 
only via (3.5), while the usual multiparameter "definiteness condition" 
(cf. (8.1) below) is not needed at all. Note that the conclusions of 
Corollary 3.3 depend only on the Vn and Vn'. This is particularly useful 
in the de context, where the Vn{\) are simply multiplication operators. 
Various applications of Corollaries 3.3 and 3.4 below, to second order 
linear de are given in [4], and they may be carried over with appropriate 
modifications to the non-linear case here. 
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It is worth pointing out that Corollary 3.3 may be rewritten in terms 
of the sets 

(3.6) CV(X) = {M Ç Kk: v(n, u) ^a v{\, u) for some u) 

and the similarly defined sets CJ (X). In terms of these constructions we 
have the following. 

COROLLARY 3.4. Under the hypotheses of Corollary 3.3, v G C^X') C\ 

CV(X<). 

Two cases where the CV(X) are easily constructed are as follows: First, 
if Vn(\) is independent of Xm for m ^ n and is monotonie in Xn, then 
CV(X) — X is one of the co-ordinate orthants. Second, if each Vn(\) is 
linear in X then Ca(X) — X = CV(0). In both cases, then, Corollary 3.4 
provides bounds on the movement of any eigenvalue, based on a single 
calculation. 

4. One parameter monotonicity conditions. In Section 3 we re-
related differences in pi to differences in v. Now we shall use "monotoni-
city" conditions to replace the differences in v by differences in X\ In this 
way we shall produce a uniqueness and perturbation theory for (1.1) in 
the case k = 1. 

The first monotonicity condition is as follows. We write v( , w): 
X —> v(\, u). 

Assumption I. For each u, v{ , u) is strictly decreasing. 

Our next result shows the consequences of I for Corollary 3.2. We write 

(4.1) v = \'j, 8 = pl(y) 

and we set 

sgn X = 1, 0 or - 1 when X > 0, = 0 or < 0, 

respectively. 

THEOREM 4.1. Assuming I, sgn (X* — v) = sgn 5. 

Proof. If 5 < 0 then from (3.4) we obtain v(v,U) < tt(Xl, u) since 
pt(\i) = 0, so I yields \f < v . 

If ô > 0 then we replace (3.4) by 

(4.2) v(\\u) - v(yyu) ^ -Ô 

which is obtained from (3.2) by setting X = v and M = X\ and by choosing 
a suitable u to replace û. (4.2) gives v(\\ u) < v(v, u), and I now yields 
X* > v. 

Finally, if ô = 0 then (3.4) gives X* > v. On the other hand, X1 < v 
follows from (4.2), so we obtain X* = v as required. 
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If the word "strictly" is omitted from I, then we still obtain ô(X* — v) 
^ 0, as the reader will easily verify. The method above also establishes 
uniqueness of \\ in the sense that (p2)-1(0) is at most a singleton. Indeed, 
if p'(X) = p'O) = 0 with X > M, then (3.2) and I yield X ̂  M, a con-
tradiction. Of course, xl need not be unique, since dim ker W(X*) can be 
any positive integer. The condition 

p'-HX) < p<(X) < pz+1(X) for all X 

would guarantee uniqueness for x\ 
Our next task is to give *'uniform" versions of Assumption I and 

Theorem 4.1, and we shall employ (3.1) for this. 

Assumption lu. a(X, n) < 0 whenever X > /x. 

LEMMA 4.2. Assuming Iw, a(X, a) is strictly decreasing [increasing] in 
MM] for each fixed M[X]. Further, there exist increasing functions 0M and y\ 
so that 

ft.(0) = 7x(0) = 0, X - M = /5M(-a(X, M)) and 
H — X = 7 \ (a (X, /z)). 

Proof. The triangle inequalities 

a(X, JU) - a(X', jn) ^ a(X, X') and 

a(X,M) -a(X,/* ' ) ^ «(/*', M) 

follow easily from (3.1). These establish the monotonicity assertions 
about a(X, ju). Thus 

(4.3) <pM: X—> —a(X + /x, /x) and ^x: n —> a(X, X + M) 

are both strictly increasing functions. We now pick /3M = <£>M
-1 and 

Yx = ^x"1. 

Theorem 4.1 gives a direction for the movement of eigenvalues under 
perturbation. We can now deduce bounds for that movement; v and ô are 
as defined in (4.1). 

COROLLARY 4.3. Assuming IM, yy(ô) ^ X* — v ^ /?„(<>). 

Proof. We consider only the case ô 9e 0, ô = 0 having already been 
treated in Theorem 4.1. From (3.4) we have 

(4.4) - a ( X \ v) S 5, 

and using Lemma 4.2, we can apply the increasing function fiv to give 

V - v S 0,(5). 

Likewise we may deduce 

(4.5) a(v, X*) è ô 
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from (4.2). Applying yv, we obtain 

A* - v è 7v(«) 

as required. 

We point out t h a t if we premult iply (4.4) and (4.5) by — 1 first, then 

(4.6) 7 x ' ( - ô ) ^ v - X* g & * ( - « ) 

results. Of course, further bounds can be obtained in terms of / 3 / , etc. , if 
the roles of X* and v are interchanged. 

Various parametr ic dependence results now follow easily. We suppose 
tha t W is also a function of a parameter e from a set E, bu t t ha t 
(W(\, e)) is independent of e; the lat ter condition can be relaxed to 
some extent bu t we shall not pursue this. Here and below we shall 
interpret the unprimed system (1.1) a t e, and the primed system a t e Ç E. 

First let E be partial ly ordered. If W(X, e) increases with e, then 
Theorem 3.1 (ii) shows t ha t p*(X, e) increases with e, so X'(e) increases 
with e, by vir tue of Theorem 4 .1 . 

Next, let E be a topological space. 

Definition 4.4. W is continuous in e if for each X and each e, e' Ç £ , 
co\(e, e) = || T^(X) — W(X) | | is finite and tends to zero as e —> e. 

COROLLARY 4.5. / / FFw continuous in e, and */ lu holds uniformly in 6, 

i.e., 

sup€ a(X, /x, e) < 0 if X > jti, 

/ /^n X* w continuous in e for each i. 

Proof. We fix i and suppress the superscript . Set t ing i — j in Corollary 
4.3 with X = X(e) and v = X(e') we have 

(4.7) | X - v\ S m a x { | ^ ( ô ) | , \yM\}> 

where ô = p(v) — pr(v) comes from (4.1). T h u s 

\à\ ^ «,(e, e') 

follows from Theorem 3.1 (ii). 
I t suffices, then, to show tha t /3V and yv are continuous a t 0, uniformly 

in e. But this follows because the strict monotonici ty of the functions <pv 

and \//v (4.3) is uniform in e. 

Now let E possess a metric d. We define W to be Lipschitz in e if 

a>x(€, ef)/d(e, e') ^ fx for all e 5* e'. 

Corollary 4.5 easily extends to show tha t X* is Lipschitz in e if one 
s trengthens Iu to 
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Assumption IL. There exists 6 > 0 so that a(X, /i, e) < 0(jti — X) when-
ever X > jit. 

Finally we point out that (4.6) may be used instead of Corollary 4.3. 
This leads to analogous results where Iu [or IL] need not be uniform in 
e, but the continuity of W in e [or the Lipschitz constant f\] must be 
uniform in X. 

5. One parameter existence theory. So far we have a uniqueness 
and monotonie dependence theory for (1.1) from Assumption I via 
Theorem 4.1, and a continuous dependence theory from Assumption lu 

via Corollary 4.5. Easy examples, given at the end of this section, show, 
however, that we still may not have existence of eigenpairs. To that end 
we introduce further assumptions. 

Assumption II. For some u*, v(\, u*)v( — \, u*) —» — GO as |X| —>OO. 

Assumption IIIM. \v{\, u)\ —> GO as |X| —> GO , uniformly in u. 

LEMMA 5.1. Assuming II and IIIW, v(X, u)v( — \,u) —» — oo as |X| —> co , 
for each u. 

Proof. Suppose, for some u, that v(\, u*)v(\, u) —> — GO as X —> +co 
(say). From continuity of v(\, ) it follows that there is u(\) satisfying 
v(\, u(\)) = 0. This, however, contradicts IIIW. 

Thus v( , u) has the same sign as X —> ±oo for each u, and II now 
completes the argument. 

In line with our earlier analysis where the v( , u) were decreasing, we 
shall assume for simplicity that v(\, u) —» =Foo as X —•> àzoo. The alter-
native case is completely analogous. 

Assumption IVU. v(\, u) is continuous in X, uniformly in u. 

Equivalently, V(\) is norm continuous in X. We are now ready for our 
existence results. 

THEOREM 5.2. Assuming II, IIIM and IV t t,(l.l) has at least one eigenpair 
(Xz, xl) for each i. 

Proof. If suffices to show that pi is continuous and that p\\) —> Tco 
as X —> zLco. These conclusions all follow from (3.2), by virtue of our 
remarks following Lemma 5.1. 

Indeed 

|p*'(X) - p*(/x)| û supw \v{\ u) - v(n, u)\ 

demonstrates continuity of p\ Further, fixing /x in (3.2), we obtain 

P''(X) ^v(Kù) + piM + | | 7 (M) | | 
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and the right side tends to — oo as A —> +00. Finally, 

P'(M) £ » ( M , « ) + P'(X) - \\V(\)\\ 

also follows from (3.2) and, with X fixed, the right side tends to +00 as 
H —> — 0 0 . 

The examples below show that uniqueness cannot be guaranteed. We 
therefore combine the above work with that of Section 4. 

COROLLARY 5.3. Assuming I, IIIW and IVM, (1.1) has exactly one eigen
value X* for each i, and any monotonie parametric dependence in W is 
reflected in X\ In particular, \ l increases with i. 

Proof. If II fails then v(\, u*)v( — \, u*) —> +00 as X —> +00 by virtue 
of lllu. This patently contradicts I. Thus II holds, and we may apply 
Theorems 4.1 and 5.2. 

Of course, the X* are difficult to compute this way, since knowledge of 
each pi function requires a continuum of maximinimisations of the form 
(2.1). The situation can be alleviated by means of the following con-
struction. 

COROLLARY 5.4, Under the assumptions of Corollary 5.3, for each 
u G (T) there exists a unique \(u) satisfying w(\(u), u) — 0, and 
furthermore 

\ l = max{min{X(^): u £ 2{T),u 1_ y,\\ yj £ if, 1 g j g i). 

Proof. Under the stated conditions, existence of \(u) is trivial. Fix 
yi, . . . , yt G H, let Oy be their orthogonal complement, and define 

Hy = OvC\9(T). 

Suppose for the moment that 

X*(y) = min{X(w): u £ Hy) 

exists. Now (2.1) shows that 

(5.1) w{\\u) ^ p*(X*) - 0 

for some u Ç Hy. I and the definition of \(u) give X(w) ^ X*, so 

(5.2) \{(y) ^ \(u) ^ X* 

follows by definition of X*(y). On the other hand, if we choose the yj as 
the first i eigenvectors of W(X*), then Rayleigh's principle gives 

(5.3) w(\\u) ^ 0 

for each w Ç ify. Thus X*(;y) ^ X\ which combined with (5.2) yields the 
desired result. 
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It remains to establish the existence of Xz'(;y), for given yu . . . , yt. Let 
Pv denote the orthogonal projection onto 0yj and define Vy(\) and Wy(\) 
as the restrictions of PyV(\)Py and PyW(\)Py to Oy. Since (u, Vy(\)u) = 
v(\, u) for u 6 0y, Wy{\) satisfies the same conditions as W(\), so we 
may repeat the analysis for Wy instead. This leads to an eigenvalue X/ 
and eigenvector uy

l such that 

(5.4) WyQiy^Uj,*) = 0 g wy{\y\u) 

for all u £ Hy] note that i2y C j^(W^,(X)) for any X. Since P^w = ẑ  for 
all u G iîy, (5.4) yields 

(5.5) w(V> V ) = 0 g w{\v\u) 

whence 

x/' = x(V) ^ x(̂ ) 

for all u £ Hy. Thus X/ = X*(y). 

We defer the combination of Theorem 5.2 with Assumption lu until 
the next section, and continue with examples illustrating the roles played 
by some of our assumptions. Let H = l2 with orthonormal basis ei, e2, . . . . 

Example 5.5. Let V(\)em = (X — (\)3)em, Tem = (m — l)em, m = 1, 
2, . . . . Then the conditions of Theorem 5.2 are satisfied, but those of 
Corollary 5.3 are not, since I fails. Eigenvalues X* may not be unique, 
e.g. X° = - 1 , Oor 1. 

Example 5.6. Let V(\)em = e~xem, Tem = mem, m = 1, 2, . . . . Then 
all the conditions of Corollary 5.3 are satisfied except IIIW. Nevertheless, 
(1.1) has no solutions. Indeed, p*(X) = i + 1 + e~x follows easily from 
(2.1), so p'(X) = 0 has no roots. 

Example 5.7. Let V(\)em = ( — X —2 sgn \)em, Tem = mem, m = 1, 2, 
. . . . Then all the conditions of Corollary 5.3 are satisfied except IVW. This 
time each pi is discontinuous, and p°(X) = 1 — X — 2 sgn X, so X° does 
not exist. 

Example 5.8. If X < 0, let V(\)el 

2 3 
If X è 0, let F(X)e, 

1 , 2 , . . . 
Thus, if (w, ei) = rj, then 

KX, w) = - X if X ^ 0 

= -W - (X)2(l - V)2 if X < 0. 

Therefore, II (with u* = e\) and IVW are clearly satisfied. 

-Xé?i, V(\)em = -(\)2em, m = 

— \em, Tem = (m - 2)em, m = 
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Also, it is readily seen that |v(X, u)\ —• co as |X| —> oo . The limit is not 
uniform in w, however, so we cannot apply Theorem 5.2. Indeed, 

w(\fe2) = (X)2 < Oif X < 0 

w(\,ei) = - 1 - X < 0 if X ̂  0. 

Thus p°(X) < 0 for all X, and so again X° does not exist. 
In connection with this example, we should perhaps point out that II 

guarantees p°(X) —> — GO as X —» +oo (say). The need for uniformity is 
then only in v(\, u) —> +oo as X —> — oo . Also, we are using infinité limits 
primarily for ease of generalisation to k > 1. It is enough, of course, to 
ensure in Theorem 5.2 that pi(\) takes both signs. Relatively sharp 
hypotheses, involving T explicitly, are easily given. 

6. Equivalent assumptions. If, in Corollary 5.3, we strengthen I to 
lu [lL] then we obtain continuous [Lipschitz] parametric dependence as 
well; see the end of Section 4. Since this is the version of the theory that 
we shall extend to k > 1, we now give an alternative set of assumptions 
possessing more obvious multiparameter analogues. 

Assumption lu
f. Either Assumption \u holds, or else a(/x, X) < 0 when-

ever X > p.. 

The second alternative in IJ corresponds to v(\, u) increasing in X, 
* 'uniformly" in u. 

Assumption^u .v{ , u) is a homeomorphism of R1, and the continuity 
of v( ,u)~l is uniform in u. 

Most of this section will be devoted to showing that lllu, IVM and VM 

are essentially equivalent to the assumptions used previously; we merely 
have to replace IM, by lu'. 

THEOREM 6.1. IIIM, IVW and Vu are equivalent to IM', IIIM and IVW. 

Proof. Suppose that lu, lllu and IVW hold. Evidently v( , w) is a 
homeomorphism for each u} so it remains to establish the uniformity 
condition. If this fails for continuity on the left then for some e > 0 and 
q there exist um and qm | q so that 

(6.1) v{ ,um)-l{qm) > v( ,um)-l{q) + e. 

Let v(\mi um) = q and v(nm, um) = qmi so (6.1) can be rewritten 

(6.2) Mm > Xw + e. 

Observe that the Xm are bounded by virtue of lllu. Thus by passing to a 
subsequence, if necessary, we may assume that \m —» X, say. Letfl(X, um) — 
pm, so pm —» q by virtue of IVM. Evidently 

lim inf nm ^ X + e 
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from (6.2), yet 

a(nm, X) ^ v(/im, um) — v{\, um) = qm — pm —> 0 

as m —» oo . 
This contradicts \u, so the continuity of the v{ , u)~l on the left is 

uniform in w. Continuity on the right is handled similarly, as is the 
second alternative in Assumption IJ'. 

For the converse, we note that Vw implies II. Thus IIIW and the 
argument of Lemma 5.1 show that each v{ , u) is strictly monotonie 
with the same sense, and it remains to prove that VM implies the uni-
formity condition in IJ'. If this uniformity fails then, for some X and M 
with X ^ /LI, there exist um so that, with v{\, um) = pm and V{(JL, um) = qm, 

(6.3) qm - pm —• 0 

as m —» oo . Noting that the \qm\ are bounded by || F(M)| | , we may assume 
(by passing to a subsequence if necessary) that qm —» g, say. 

Now if we define \m by v(\m, um) = ^, then VM yields Xm —> /x. Thus 

v( , Mj-Hg) - v( , um)-l{pm) = \m - x 

has limit M — X, hence is bounded away from zero, yet pm—*q from (6.3). 
This contradicts VM, so lu is established. 

COROLLARY 6.2. Assuming lllu, IVM a«d Vtt, (1.1) has exactly one 
eigenvalue X* for each i, and parametric dependence of W is reflected in \ l as 
at the end of Section 4. 

This is, of course, just a combination of Theorem 6.1 with Corollary 
5.3 and the end of Section 4; see Corollary 4.5 for an explicit continuous 
dependence result. 

For the purposes of the next section, we shall restate our assumptions 
for general k in terms of the following. 

Definition 6.3. v{ , u) is a homeomorphism of R* uniformly in u if (i) 
the continuity of v( , u) (ii) the continuity of v( , u)~l and {Hi) the 
limit of ||fl(X, u)\\ as ||X|| —» oo are all uniform in u. 

We point out that the three uniformity assumptions here are in-
dependent, as one may show by means of simple examples. 

7. The general case. We are now in a position to tackle (1.1) for 
k > 1. Roughly, we shall solve ^ ( X ) ^ ! = 0 for Xi in terms of X2, . . . , X*. 
Then we substitute for Xi into W2{\)x2 = 0 and solve for X2 in terms of 
X3, . . . , X*, and so on. It will suffice to carry out these first two steps in 
order to indicate what is involved. The formal inductive step (from Xn to 
Xn+1) would merely require more notation. We state the basic result in 
terms of Définition 6.3. 
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THEOREM 7.1. If V( , W) is a homeomorphism uniformly in u then (1.1) 
has exactly one eigenvalue \ l for each i. 

Proof. Step 1. We may assume that, for some u* = (u\*, . . . , uk*), 

(7.1) v(\,u*) = -X . 

In order to see this, we fix any u*} and consider the preliminary trans-
formation X —» X*, where 

X* = -v(X, a*). 

We then define operators Fn* by 

^»*(X*) = Vn(\) l ^ n ^ k 

and we obtain 

v*(\*,u*) = -X*. 

For convenience we shall suppress the asterisks (except on u*). 
Step 2. If €>i is defined by 

(7.2) zîi(Xi, m) = Vi(\,u), 

then Vi( , u\) satisfies Definition 6.3 for k = 1, for each fixed X2, . . . , \k. 
(Note that V\ (X, w) depends on wi but not on u2, . . . , w*.) 

Indeed, consider y = (wj, w2* . . . , uk*). Evidently 

(7.3) fli(Xiftti) = »i(X,y) 

and 

(7.4) -X„ = vn(\,y) 2 ^ * ^ fc. 

Since X <-> v(X, y) is a homeomorphism uniformly in 3/, sois X <-* (ôi(Xi, Wi), 
— X2, . . . , — Xfc), uniformly in wi. Thus so is Xi *->ôi(Xi, Wi), uniformly 
in Wi. 

S/e£ 3. ôi satisfies lu uniformly in X2, . . . , Xfc; see Corollary 4.5, at least 
for convergent sequences X2m, . . . , \km. 

In order to see this, note that 

#i(Xi, ui*) = - X i 

follows from (7.1) and (7.2). By virtue of Lemma 5.1, we may replace 
Ui* by arbitrary u\, so each v\ ( , U\) decreases. Thus Theorem 6.1 shows 
that lu is satisfied. If à\ (defined for V\ analogously to (3.1)) is not 
uniform as stated, then there exist convergent sequences \nm (2 ^ n :g k) 
so that for some ym = (u\my u2*, . . . , uk*) and X, /x Ç R with X > /x, 

limm_,ooZ;i(X, X2w, . . . , Xkm, ym) — Vi(n, X2m, . . . , Xfcm, yTO) = 0. 
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But the v{ , ym) are homeomorphisms uniformly in m, so (7.3) and (7.4) 
yield 

l im m ^oo(X , X 2 m , . . . , \km) ~~ (M> A 2 W , • • • J A*m) = 0> 

which is absurd. 
Step 4. For each X2, . . . , \k and ii there exists a unique Xi = AiZl(A2, 

. . . , X*), continuously dependent on X2, . . . , \k and satisfying pi^(X) = 0. 
Existence and uniqueness follow from Corollary 5.3, Theorem 6.1 and 

Step 2. Continuous dependence comes from Step 3 and Corollary 4.5. 
Step 5. If X3, . . . , \k and i\ are fixed, if Xi and A/ correspond via Step 4 

to X2 and A2
7 and if we write X' = (A/, X2', X3, . . . , \k), then there exists 

U\ = Wi(X2, X / ) so t h a t 

(7.5) »i(X, wi) = z>i(X7, wi). 

In order to prove this, we set W{\x) = Wi(\), W(\i') = Wi(\'), 
X = X2 and \x = X2

7 in (3.3) which gives, for some ûi, 

0 S »i(A, wi) - ^ (V , wi). 

In a similar way, with X = A2
7 and \x = X2, we may find a Wi' so that 

0 ^ Vi(\',U!') - »i(X, Wi7). 

(7.5) now follows because 

z/i(A, w) — ̂ i(X7, w) 

is continuous in w. 
Ste£ 6. If 

(7.6) z)2(X2, w2) = ^ ( X i ' 1 ^ , . . . , A*), X2, . . . , A*, w) 

then #2 satisfies Definition 6.3 for & = 1, for each fixed X3, . . . , A* and i\. 
Indeed, consider X2 and X2' as in Step 5, with corresponding X, X7 and 

U\. If z — (ui, u2, u* . . . , uk*), where u2 is arbitrary, then 

(7.8) fli(X,s) = ^i(X7,2) 

(7.8) v2(\z) = z>2(X2, u2), v2(\', z) = v2(\2,u2) 

and 

(7.9) vn(X,2;) = -A n 3 ^ n ^ & 

using (7.5), (7.6) and (7.1) in turn. 
We therefore obtain 

|#2(X2, u2) -v2(\2fu2)\ = \\v(\,z) -v(\',z)\\ 

and the desired conclusion follows because v( , s) is a homeomorphism 
uniformly in z. 
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Step 7. For each X3, . . . , \kl i\ and i2 there exists a unique X2, con-
tinuously dependent on X3, . . . , X*, and satisfying P2Î2(X) = 0. 

This is almost a repeat of Steps 3 and 4. Existence and uniqueness 
come from Corollary 5.3, Theorem 6.1 and Step 6. The analogue of Step 
3, that v2 satisfies lu uniformly for convergent sequences X3m, . . . , \kmi is 
proven via (7.7)-(7.9) instead of (7.3) and (7.4). Corollary 4.5 again 
completes the proof. 

We remark that the analogue of Step 5, for proving existence of Xw, 
involves n — 1 equations of the form (7.5). 

Various parametric dependence results follow by combining Theorem 
7.1 with the end of Section 4. For example, if the continuity of v( , u, e)_1 

is uniform in u and e, or if the continuity of w(\, u, e) in e is uniform in X, 
then X* is continuous in e. Lipschitz dependence is similar. For monotonie 
dependence see Corollary 3.4, and note also that each vn satisfies lu. Thus 
the full apparatus of Section 4 is available for the dependence of \n on 
parameters affecting vn\ e.g. X/ increases with in. 

Finally, we may generalise Corollary 5.4 to k > 1 as follows. Recall 
the definition (3.6) of the sets CV(X) ; we shall fix a = (1, 1, . . . , 1) and 
suppress it. 

COROLLARY 7.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 7.1, for each u with 
un € (Tn), there exists \(u) such that w(X(u),u) = 0. Further, for each 
set y of ynj £ Hn, 1 ^ j ^ in, 1 fg n ^ k, there exists X'(^) with the follow
ing properties. 

(a) \(u) d C(X'(3/)) whenever un G (Tn), un JL ynj1 

1 ^ j ^ in, 1 ^ n g k. 
(b) \(u) = Xl(y) for some u = u{y). 
(c) X* Ç C(\l{y)) for all choices of y. 
(d) X* = X*(y) for some y. 

Proof. Existence of \{u) is trivial. Essentially we now apply Corollary 
5.4 to each component Wn in turn. From (5.5) we obtain 

(7.10) w(X\ V ) = 0 ^ w(\y\u) 

for all u as in (a), for some X/ G R* and for some uy
l satisfying the 

conditions on u in (a). Now set \l{y) = Xv* and u(y) = uy
i to give (b). 

(a) follows from(7.10) and w(\(u), u) = 0. 
Likewise, (5.1) yields 

w(X\ u) S 0 

for all u as in (a), and this, with (7.10), gives (c). Finally (d) follows from 
setting ynj as the jth eigenvector of "HTW(X*). 

8. Notes and remarks. Historically, the method of reducing (1.1) for 
k > 1 to a sequence of one parameter problems was used first. Klein [11], 
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and more analytically Bôcher [5], solved Lame's equation (for k — 2) 
this way. Bôcher [6] extended this analysis to general k, and, as Ince 
[10, § 10.9] remarks, it works for the system 

k 

yn"(xn) + qn(xn)yn(xn) + J2 yn(xn)anm{xn)\m = 0, an ^ xn ^ bn, 
m=l 

of Sturm-Liouville equations with continuous coefficients, provided 

(8.1) de t [Onm(Xn)]m,n=l > 0 

for all possible values of xn. 
One parameter problems, both linear and non-linear, have been treated 

by real variable methods many times, the emphasis being on existence 
and uniqueness rather than on parametric dependence. Prufer's (polar 
co-ordinate) transformation was, for example, used by Tal [15], Esta-
brooks and Macki [9] and Sleeman [12] under assumptions related to 
ours. (In fact Sleeman discussed a Sturm-Liouville problem with three 
boundary conditions and two parameters. He extended this to two 
coupled equations in [13], under assumptions and methods broadly but 
not directly comparable with ours.) 

Variational methods have been used for non-linear one parameter 
problems before: see [17] and the references there for a bibliography. The 
approach seems to have been via the X function of Corollary 5.4 rather 
than the p1 functions used here. (Turner [17] in fact treats non-self-
adjoint polynomial eigenvalue problems mostly by non-variational 
methods. His earlier work [16] on a quadratic eigenvalue problem from 
hydrodynamics is closer to our setting, and will be discussed further at 
the end.) 

Variational methods for k > 1 have, with one exception that I know 
of, been used in conjunction with a problem reformulation which replaces 
©B=I Hn by (x)L=i Hn (in the Sturm-Liouville case, ordinary de are 
replaced by partial de). We shall show that our results here include the 
corresponding ones in [3], which is the exception noted above. The 
assumptions used here have more in common with [2] than [3], however, 
and since these two works are felt to be the closest to the one at hand, we 
shall employ extra assumptions to facilitate a more detailed comparison. 

Assumption V*. 

Jc 

VnM = J2 Vnm\m and 
m—l 

inf„ |det [(un, Vnmum)]k
m,n=i\ > 0. 

This, of course, generalises (8.1). 

Assumption Vd. v(\, u) has a non-singular partial derivative 
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dv(\,u)/d\, jointly continuous in X and w, and \\[dv(\ u)/d\]~l\\ ^ 
f(]|X||) for all X and u, where/ is nondecreasing and J00 dr/f(r) diverges. 

We shall need the following relation beteeen Vd and the assumptions 
used here. 

LEMMA 8.1. Vd implies that v( , u) is a homeomorphism uniformly in u. 

Proof. This is a slight extension of [2, Corollary 2] where it is shown 
that Vd implies that each v( , u) is a homeomorphism satisfying the 
analogue of IIIM for k > 1. (As the referee has pointed out, the fact that 
v( , u) is a homeomorphism is proved in [17, p. 222]. This problem was 
first discussed in 1906 by Hadamard.) IVW is obvious, so it remains to 
establish Vu. 

For fixed u, b and c let 

v(p(s), u) = (1 - s)b + sc, 0 ^ 5 ^ 1. 

As in [2, Corollary 2], the chain rule gives 

p'{s) = [dv(p(s),u)/d\]-1(c - b) 

whence 

d\\p(s)\\/ds £ f(\\pU)\\)\\c - b\\. 

Setting b = 0 we obtain 

/

' I I P C D I I ^ / /« ^ Ikll 
0 

so ||u( , w) -1(c)|| is bounded in terms of ||c||, independently of u. 
Now let cm —> c and take b = cm. Then 

\\p(l) -P(0)\\ S jlf(\\p(s)\\)ds\\cm-c\\. 
J 0 

By our earlier remarks, the integral is bounded independently of u and 
m. It follows therefore that ||^( , u)~l(cm) — v{ , u)~l(c)\\/\\cm — c|| is 
bounded independently of u. 

Using the above, we shall consider [3] first, where Vx is assumed. It is 
shown in [2] that Vt implies Vd (actually, that the assumptions are 
equivalent in the linear case). Thus Lemma 8.1 shows that this study 
includes the corresponding results in [3]. Specifically, Theorem 7.1 and 
the remarks that follow include [3, Theorems 2, 3, 9, 11] and the part of 
[3, Theorem 10] dealing with eigenvalues. While our proof of Theorem 
7.1 is modelled on that of [3, Theorem 2], we have extended the latter in 
various ways and also made some simplifications. 

Next we consider [2] under Vd. In this case [2, Corollary 2] corresponds 
to the existence part of Theorem 7.1, so we extend [2] in this respect. 
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Indeed, a prime motivation for this study was a lack of uniqueness and 
dependence theory in [2]. Of course, both [2] and the analysis here give 
results under weaker assumptions than Vd. When k = 1, it turns out 
that the existence results are essentially equivalent, and moreover, we 
do not require degree theory here. When k > 1, however, [2, Theorem 1] 
proves existence under weaker conditions than those used here. 

As mentioned in the introduction, our conditions on Tn and Vn(\) 
include Sturm-Liouville systems and difference equation analogues. They 
do not, however, include integral equations, nor cases where the Vn(\) 
are unbounded (e.g. when they contain differentiations or unbounded 
coefficients). We assume that each Tn is positive definite. (Note that 
under the conditions of Theorem 7.1 we can shift the X origin by 
v{ , u*)'1^, r, . . . , r) for sufficiently large r, to ensure that the Tn are 
indeed positively bounded below.) It follows that (1.1) may be rewritten 

(8.2) An{\)xn = xn * 0, An{\) = -TH-i<*VnÇK)Tn-"* 

where @(An(\)) 3 &(Vn(\)). It is realistic to assume that the An(\) 
are compact. Then with the appropriate continuity conditions in X, the 
problem may be solved in the form an

in(\) = 1, 1 ^ n ^ k, where 
an

in(\) is the in-th eigenvalue of An(\). 
(Alternatively it may be possible to make definiteness assumptions on 

the Vn(\) and analyse 

(8.3) Bn(\)xn = xn 9* 0, 

on the assumption that Bn(\) = — Vn(\)~~1/2TnVn(\)~
1/2 has compact 

resolvent.) 
When Tn~

l is compact and Vn(\) is bounded, it is easily shown that 
An(\) is compact. This situation has been analysed by Sleeman [14] in 
the form (8.2), via the (x)JUi Hn reformulation mentioned earlier. Turner's 
quadratic eigenvalue problem for k — 1 [16] was analysed via (8.2); in 
this case F(X) was also definite so (8.3) could have been used. A(\) was 
compact because F(X)1/2 was compact relative to T1/2. 
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